Live animal transportation form

1. Please complete the form and email it to Cargo.SHD@flydubai.com or take it to the nearest flydubai Cargo office.
2. For UAE Sales you can contact us at +971 4 603 3556 or email us at Cargo.Dubaisales@flydubai.com
3. You can add details of more than one animal in this form. We recommended 4 to 6 days advance arrangement prior to flight departure to ensure the process of exportation requirements is met.

Details of the animal

Animal type(s) __________________________________________________________
Breed(s) ______________________________________________________________
Age ________________________________________________________________
Gender ________________________________________________________________
Weight per animal ______________________________________________________
Dimension of each kennel ______________________________________________
Number of animals per kennel __________________________________________
Purpose of transportation ______________________________________________

Additional information/ instructions (e.g. existing disabilities, additional care, stress-related behaviours or any other information):

____________________________________________________________________

Flight details
Origin airport __________________________________________________________
Destination airport ___________________________________________________
Planned date of departure _____________________________________________

Accompanied by shipper on the same flight? Yes ☐ No ☐ Maybe ☐

Shipper or agent _____________________________________________________
Consignee or agent ___________________________________________________